
GONG XI FA CAI IN CHINESE WRITING AND MEANINGS

Chinese character: æ–° Chinese character: æ¨‚ Simplified Chinese: ä¹• Thus, Gong Xi Fa Cai means wishing you to be
prosperous in the coming year. In a different context, it can also be used to mean bribe money. Na Lei.

However, in Chinese, a term may take on many different parts of speech for each of its definitions. Posted on.
Not all nouns or actions are quantifiable, and as such do not necessarily have official measure words. Gong
Hey Fat Choy! Gong Xi Fa Cai! The first one from the left is great for the ladies. For the available ones, 7
happy love affairs. About tagging When you tag a definition, it will be instantly visible to all users who view
that definition. Only tag a definition with a part of speech if you fully understand the grammar and meaning of
that definition. This is an advanced feature. Thus, the term's definition "potato" is tagged as regional to China
while the definition "peanut" is tagged as regional to Taiwan. Also, only tag a definition with a measure word
if both the traditional and simplified forms of the measure word are known. Only tag a definition with a
measure word if it describes a quantifiable noun or countable action and has an official, standard or
widely-accepted measure word. Start by selecting the type of tag that applies to this definition. On Chinese
New Year, there are a few superstitions: you cannot buy shoes, because shoes in Chinese sounds like a sigh
and it is not good to start the new year sighing; some of the older generation will prefer to not wash their hair
as it means washing away the luck; a lot of people will also play mah-jong gambling to win some luck back
for the year; older generations especially married couples will give out red packets with money in it to
suppress evil from the children, keep them healthy and give them a long life; and a few days before CNY, we
will also do a complete cleaning of the house which signifies to remove the old and welcome the new. While 3
an obedient husband is definitely something for the wives to stick everywhere from PC gaming room to
bedroom, I have difficulty in pondering if 4 a prosperous wife is for the husbands or the wives. Further
reading. In most western languages, terms generally have a clear, fixed part of speech. Only tag a definition as
regional if it does not apply outside of a specific region, or if it is rarely used by Chinese speakers from other
parts of the world. But when I was with my family back when I was still in university, it would mean a couple
days of dim sum with friends and relatives of my family, and collect red packets with cash inside along with
eating really fattening food deep fried dishes, sweets, chocolate coins etc. Hence, sure, I would love to stick
red couplet 4 everywhere from laundry room to kitchen. A regional definition may be understood or even used
the same way outside of it's region; however, it is much less common or may be completely foreign to Chinese
speakers from other parts of the world. For the rest of us? For the Chinese, New Year is the largest celebration
of the year, extending from a few days before until at least three or four days after. We spoke to a few
members of the Chandler Macleod Hong Kong team about what New Year means to them, and how they
intend to celebrate it. They will then have the opportunity to vote-up your tag if they feel it is accurate and
helpful or flag your tag if it is inaccurate or has other issues. Right next to it is 2 handsome and cool. Perhaps
8 dreams come true. I personally think that if mine is rich and successful, I can stay at home and shake legs the
whole day. Otherwise, first consult a reliable source such as a well established textbook or experienced
Chinese teacher to confirm both forms of the character before adding the tag. Picture above is produced by
courtesy of Cynthia. People say beauty is only skin deep. Just like Christmas in western cultures, Chinese New
Year is all about family, with most people ensuring they travel home in time for a big family dinner on New
Years Eve, and then another family dinner within the first three days. Also, some quantifiable nouns or actions
are used without measure words i. And there is a guy version too! Looks and family politics aside, of course
all of us want a 5 wallet or purse bulging with money and for the investors, 6 a bull market for both share and
property. In the first day of the lunar new year we will get up earlier and eat dumpling as breakfast, and my
parents normally will go to the temple to pray for the new year. Maybe you are not familiar with the Chinese
characters, maybe traditional Chinese is too much for you. CNY is lso very important for businesses â€”
businesses would look in the Chinese calendar and look at which date would be good to kick off work for the
year. What to do with all these money and good fortune? I hope I have done a reasonable job in translating
these interesting red couplets. With my friends, we usually get together to party and gamble throughout the
holidays throwing in vodkas and beers in the mix. And for this year, the good date to start working after
Chinese new year is February 18!


